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Ånnaboda – Suttarboda 7 km
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Ånnaboda Checkpoint

The Ånnaboda Storstenshöjden resort is the centre
of outdoor life in northern Kilsbergen. The resort
is on the number 4 road north of GArphyttan.
There is a restaurant, café, hotel and accommodation in cabins, as well as conference facilities. The
area offers a wide array of activities, such as mountain biking, walking, fishing and swimming in the
spring, summer and autumn. During the winter,
alpine skiing is available with 9 pistes in two directions. Nordic (x-country) skiing on nature trails
and manmade snow trails. Bus service 7 days a
week. For information and orders: 019-29 55 00,
www.annaboda.com, info@annaboda.com.

Suttarboda Checkpoint

The lush landscape around Suttarboda is kept
in check with the help of grazing livestock.
The rest area has a shelter, fire ring, dry toilet
and open spaces for those who want to pitch a
tent. You can replenish your drinking water at
the barn about 300 m north of the rest area.
Take your rubbish with you when you leave
the rest area.
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The Björktjärn rest area, which is surrounded
by water and forest, has a shelter, fire ring and
dry toilet. You can swim at the shore closest to
the shelter, and water from the lake can be used
for cooking after it is boiled. To assist the management association, we urge you to take your
rubbish with you when you leave the rest area.

Suttarboda Loop Trail

The loop trail is 12 km in length. Suitable
starting points are the Suttarboda or Ånnaboda
checkpoints. The loop is identified with blue
markings on trees and posts, except for sections
that follow the Bergslag Trail. In certain places
the loop trail is rather hilly.
Walk time
The walk time is based on an average speed of
about 3.5 km/hour. This allows time for rest
stops. Stage 17, Tivedstorp – Stenkällegården,
takes about 6 hours.

What to See along the Way
A typical woodland lake with pure, darkish
water, Södra Ånnabosjön offers swimming,
sports fishing and other activities near the
Ånnaboda outdoor estate. The asphalt path
around the lake is wheelchair accessible.

2. Storstenshöjden

Just 1 kilometer from Ånnaboda, the trail
passes Storstenshöjden, one of the highest
points of Kilsbergen. Facilities are available
for downhill skiing. The mountain is named
after the large stone that sits atop it.

3. Falkaberget

Two kilometers later, the path crosses Falkaberget, a steep mountain. To the west, the
mountain drops 40 meters straight down to
Lake Falkasjön. You will have a terrific view
over Kilsbergen. The mountain has inspired
many fables and tall tales.

4. Falkasjön

Just south of Falkaberget, the trail crosses a
long, high dam over Lake Falkasjön’s outlet.
You can tell that the dam has raised the surface of the lake by several meters. Water was
once channeled through a wooden pipe to a
small power station, located 500 meters in
the direction of Garphyttan.
Long before the power station was built,
Falkasjön and the other upstream lakes
helped distribute water to the extensive
industry in Garphyttan.
The mid-1500s saw the first smelting
house. Through at least eight different
waterfalls, the lake powered a silver forge,
a blacksmith’s forge and a pumping system.
Garphyttan is the only smelting center
along Kilsbergen whose traditions have been
kept alive. Haldex Garphyttan Wire AB is a

Facts about the Bergslag Trail

The Bergslag Trail (Bergslagsleden) is a 280 km
hiking trail traversing all of Örebro county. It
is divided into 17 stages. Region Örebro län is
responsible for the trail. The Bergslag Trail is
identified by orange markings on trees or posts.
At road crossings or branches in the trail, directional arrows with the Bergslag Trail’s symbol
are used.

Bus Connections

Ånnaboda has several bus connections with
Örebro every day. The closest you can get
to Suttarboda by bus is Garphyttan (3 km
away, see map), where there is frequent bus

large, modern business.
The waters in and around Lake Falkasjön
are still regulated, though mainly to promote
cooling and processing.

5. Björktjärn

A long stretch of the trail runs along Björktjärn’s shore. The first part follows a high
bank, which was built over the lake’s old outlet. Damming, presumably for the purpose
of generating power, created a new outlet
into Lake Falkasjön.
These days Björktjärn is heavily regulated
for use by Garphyttan’s industry. The water
level varies several meters over the course of
a year.

6. Suttarboda grounds

Before reaching Suttarboda, the trail passes
an area of abundant leafy trees. The forest
grows on old hayfields or arable parcels of
land that belonged to the extensive agricultural compound at Suttarbodahöjden. Stone
“growing cairns,” which once made it easier
to harvest the hay, are stacked up at several
points along the trail.
The thriving herb and grass flora indicate
that the area had a long pre-forest period.
Harvesting of natural meadows was highly
important for mountain crofts and farms,
commonly utilizing much larger areas than
the arable fields. Several croft ruins in the
area are marked with informational plaques.

tains the property. A simple map is available
showing the remains and ruins of other
Kilberg crofts in the area. A book entitled
Kilsbergstorp presents 300 deserted crofts
from Pershyttan all the way to Lekhyttan in
the south.
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7. Södertorpet

Sörtorpet is a typical Kilsberg croft dating
back to the early 19th century. The house
has been restored to its original condition.
Crofters tilled the fields, raised livestock
and worked with charcoal and timber. The
Närke Skogskarlars Klubb currently main-

service. For other bus connections, see www.
lanstrafiken.se. Bus stops are listed under ”sök
resa” (search trip) and ”detaljerad resa” (detailed
trip). Transit information +46 (0)771-22 40 00.

For more information

Örebrokompaniet, +46 (0)19-21 21 21 or
info@orebrokompaniet.se.
Nature reserve information:
www.lansstyrelsen.se/orebro/naturreservat

Outdoor life website and app

All the information tou need before walking
the rail is available at www.bergslagsleden.
se. Accommodation, airport transports, equip-

l

Make fires only where designated fire
rings/circles are present.
Make sure that your fire is completely out before you continue hiking.
Refrain from starting fires during the
dry periods of summer when risk of
forest fire is high.
Do not break off limbs or branches
from living trees.
You may pitch tents along the trail,
but preferably near the rest areas and
not more that one night in the same
place.
Do not stray from the trail when near
built-up areas, cultivated fields or
planted forests.
Do not litter.
If hiking with a dog, be aware that
you must always have the dog on a
lead/leash in the forests/fields during
the period from March 1 - August
20.
So as to avoid conflicting with moose
hunting season, you shouldn’t use the
trail during the most intensive hunting
period - the second week in October
and several weeks forward.

ment, trail stage info sheets, activities and
sights. There is also an interactive web map on
the site.
Bergslagsleden (The Bergslag Trail also has its
own app that you can download to your IPhone
or Android phone. Search for ”Bergslagsled”.
The app has a sat-nav function shows your position when you are out walking the trail.
All information about outdoor life in the Örebro Region is gathered in one place at www.
regionorebrolan.se/turism-friluftsliv. You will
find lots to read about the Bergslagsleden, canoe
trails, fishing, bicycling and more.
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